IVIVC approach based on carbamazepine bioequivalence studies combination.
The aim of the present study was to explore the feasibility of obtaining an IVIVC by combination of data from two bioequivalence (BE) studies of carbamazepine (CBZ) in order to assess if the previously published dissolution media and conditions could be applicable to any other oral immediate release (IR) CBZ products with conventional excipients. Twenty-four healthy male subjects from two BE study received one IR dose of the test (test 1 or 2) or the reference formulation (Tegretol, 400 mg). Dissolution studies of the IR CBZ tablets were performed in two different laboratories. In order to develop IVIVC, individual or average data analysis were considered. A level C, level B and level A correlation have been successfully developed by combining data from different BE studies of CBZ immediate release drug products. A level A IVIVC was developed with all four datasets with a good R2 for all the combinations of in vivo and in vitro data. A dissolution medium containing 1% SLS has demonstrated its suitability as the universal biopredictive dissolution medium, even if different batches and in vivo/in vitro studies were combined.